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Agents 
he study of software agents has 
resulted in a diverse set of views 
and realizations. One such view 
has focused on building a special- 
ized agent that can assist a user by 
performing a specific task, such as 
scheduling a” itinerary or ranking 
and presenting email and news or 
infosurfing (browsing or search- 
ing for information) over the 
Internet or reasoning bow to best 
support human-computer interac- 
tions [4, 9, 201. A second area of 
study concerns integrating the 
performance of sets of these spe- 
cialized agenu [5]. For example, 
several individuals wishing to get 
together might have their respec- 
tive agents schedule a meeting. 

Another approach to building a” 
agent entails revising the role of the 
agent. In this case, I take the position 
that it takes many “integrated agents” 
to create a” “assistant.” In such a” 
approach, many different reasoning 
processes, so&ties of agents, are inte- 
grated in order to realize a software 
assistant capable of performing a 
broad range of tasks. This approach 
has resulted in the realization of M, a 
software assistant, “who” attempts to 
recognize, classify, index, store, re- 
trieve, explain, and present informa- 
tion relating to human-computer in- 
teraction in a desktop multimedia 
conferencing environment. M is a 
software system that integrates muhi- 
pie “reasoning agents” whose collab- 
orative results serve to assist a user 
working together with other individ- 
uals in a” electronic conference 
room. 

The domain of integrated and 
multistrategy reasoning and learning 
has been a” active research area stud- 
ied in a variety of problems and proj- 
ects-several recommended are [I- 
3, 6-8, 10, 11, 161. From my studies 
in this domain, the resulting design 
and implementation of M’s architec- 
ture posed many interesting ques- 
tions. How do you coordinate and 

manage a diverse set of agents? How 
do the agents communicate? What 
knowledge is required by a” agent 
and is it shared with other agents? Do 
the agents know ofone another and if 
so, what relationships exist? Does a” 
agent demonstrate “intelligent” be- 
havior or does “intelligent” behavior 
emerge from the coexistence of the 
“active” state of the many diverse 
agents? 

In addressing these questions, a 
design theory for a” architecture of 
integrated agents, influenced by 
Minsky’s Society of Mind (SOM) the- 
ory [12, 131, was defined and imple- 
mented. In this work, aspects of spa- 
tial, structural, functional, temporal, 
causal, explanation-based, and case- 
based reasoning (see Note I in Glos- 
sary) capabilities were integrated in 
M via (1) a “semantic network” (see 
Note 2 in Glossary), (2) a “rule-based 
system” (see Note 3 in Glossary), (3) 
Minsky’s K-lineslpolynemes, trans- 
frames, and pronomes (see Notes 4-6 
in Glossary), and (4) scripts (see Note 
7 in Glossary). The basic theory of 
this work takes the position that a” 
assistant that can classify and explain 
actions applied to objects within a 
highly dynamic world should be 
functionally effective if it can simulta- 
neously generate and test multiple 
domain theories in relation to a given 
goal. 

I” this article I will discuss a gen- 
eral architecture that supports inte- 
grated multiple reasoning processes, 
the “agents.” This architecture has 
been applied in several different 
domains: (1) a system that learns to 
compose music [19], (2) intelligent 
user interface agents [17, 18, 201, and 
(3) the M assistant that classifies and 
manages objects in a” electronic con- 
ferencing system. 

The Applied Problem 
To test design methods for prototyp- 
ing such a” assistant, several prag- 
matic tasks were identified relating to 
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